University of Florence Registration through the Consulate in Boston

1) When signing documents use BLUE INK
2) Attach four signed photos (in blue ink) (see example for how to sign the photo below:

![Signature Example]

3) The forms will be sent to you by email so you can type in them. However, one form, the Attestato Di Identita Personale is only available in PDF format, so if you have a computer that let's you write on the document, then you are set. Otherwise you must use a typewriter, which is available in College Hall #24. Don’t wait until the last minute.

4) **Attestato Di Identita Personale—3 copies.** If you are using a typewriter, do not sign the form. Type your information in the form and make three copies, then sign all the forms together.

5) **Al Magnifico rettore—3 copies** (same as #3 if you use a typewriter, though you should be able to use Microsoft Word.)

6) **Informazione Personale—2 copies** (same as #3 if you use a typewriter, though you should be able to use Microsoft Word.)

7) 2 copies of your student passport (signature and photo page).